
COLLEGE ATHLETES SHOULD NOT BE PAID

If colleges were to pay their athletes, there would not be as much money to go around for any of the other things like the
facilities or the coaches.

If college paid the athletes there would be no more opportunity to cater for these expenses. Should College
Athletes Be Paid? Because college athletes dedicate five hours a day to their sport, in addition to adequately
taking care of sleep, hydration, and nutrition, they should be paid since the time spent honing their skills could
be valuable elsewhere. While studying at the university, the student not only gets an opportunity to play the
preferred sports at a better level but also earn a university degree. By Cody J. Sign up for our newsletter Get
our newsletter, Dear Penn, delivered to your inbox every weekday morning. They have to pay to build
facilities, pay coaches, give scholarships, and pay athletic directors to make sure that the school has the best
chance of winning. Despite the fact that most athletes do not have money to get by while they are in college,
schools do not gain enough revenue back from the money that they put into their sports programs. Some are
calling him the next LeBron James. A scholarship is the best fit for college athletes, buying what they need
instead of what they want. School of Law who played basketball for the University of Northern Colorado from
to  These are the staffs that make the athlete to become professional and most schools can not even afford to
pay the staffs, let alone the student athlete. Also it is a privilege rather than a job. For the athletes that do have
the ability to play professionally, going to college is a stop on the journey toward a good paycheck. The
NCAA system is not a creation of law. Some participants would still be minors, which means their parents
would need to be involved in contract negotiations. It would really ruin the culture of college sports.
Conclusion College sports are more of students' vehicle in attaining a graduate degree rather than a career.
Roughly 14 million of 20 million U. When you see other people with things, you're a kid, you want them.


